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Harry Laidlaw has a diverse practice which covers all areas of Chambers expertise and is regularly instructed
to represent companies and individuals in Criminal Proceedings, Health and Safety Prosecutions and Inquests.

Harry’s grounding is in Criminal Law. He regularly acts for the defence and prosecution in the Court of Appeal
and Crown Court as well as the Magistrates’ and Youth Court. Harry is regularly instructed in matters involving
serious violence (including murder), firearms, drugs offences, fraud and sexual offence and is often instructed
to represent vulnerable individuals who suffer with a range of mental health difficulties. Harry acts on both a
private and publicly funded basis.

Harry is also regularly instructed to represents organisations at Inquests with a particular speciality in inquests
involving complex medical issues. In addition, Harry has experience defending those charged with Health &
Safety offences having recently been instructed as junior counsel in the case of Reading Borough Council v R P
Ltd, a child death health and safety prosecution.

Outside of Court work Harry is currently instructed by Peters & Peters as junior counsel in relation to the Post
Office ‘Horizon’ Appeals reviewing hundreds of convictions from the Post Office’s use of data from the Horizon
computer system in prosecutions between 2000 and 2014.

Practice Areas

Defence

Harry has a strong defence practice appearing in the Court of Appeal, Crown Court, Magistrates Court and
Youth Court.

Harry has extensive experience in all aspects of general crime including serious violence (including murder),
firearms, drugs offences, fraud and offences of a sexual nature.

In recent years Harry has acted alone in a drugs cases involving in excess of a million pounds of heroin and
was a led junior in the Court of Appeal in a case involving the murder of a child.

Harry is often instructed to represent defendants with complex needs and vulnerabilities having completed
the Vulnerable Witness Training course at Middle Temple.
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Notable defence cases

R v FC

Harry represented FC who was acquitted, after a 5 day trial at Basildon Crown Court, of assaulting and
attempting to stab his partners grandfather.

R v CR

Harry, acting alone, represented CR who was acquitted of conspiracy to supply over £1m worth of heroin
and cocaine which was found in a garage in Harrow. CR was unanimously acquitted after a 5 day trial at
Harrow Crown Court.

R v SLN

Trial on Indictment at Inner London Crown Court. SLN was accused of producing a machete from the boot
of his car. Acquitted after trial.

R v HC

Harry acted as a led junior in the Court of Appeal on behalf of HC. It was submitted, on HC’s behalf, that her
conviction for the murder of her infant was unsafe due to fresh psychiatric evidence not available at trial.

R v JS

Trial on indictment at Wood Green Crown Court alleging racially aggravated assault. JS was acquitted after
trial.

R v PD

Trial on indictment at Harrow Crow Court alleging a single count of possession with intent to supply drugs.

R v AJ

Harry represented AJ who was charged with possession with intent to supply cannabis and production of
cannabis in Southend Youth Court. Harry successfully argued there was no case to answer on behalf of AJ
and he was acquitted of both charges.

R v RT

Harry represented RT who was charged with possession of offensive weapon. RT was acquitted after trial
having successfully argued that he was carrying the weapon in lawful self-defence.
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R v JE

JE was charged with s. 18 GBH in the Youth Court. The CPS accepted a plea to s. 20 GBH on the day of trial
after representations were made by Harry. JE was sentenced to a YRO and avoided an almost inevitable
custodial sentence.

R v AN

Harry successfully argued that there was no case to answer on behalf of AN, a youth charged with affray.

R v AB

AB was successful acquitted after trial of a single count of harassment.

R v JS

Harry cross examined the complainant and her two witnesses in an allegation of domestic violence. JS was
acquitted of domestic assault after trial.

R v SF

SF was acquitted after trial of controlling and coercive behaviour.

R v TB

On appeal against sentence to Croydon CC, TB’s Detention and Training Order was found to be ‘excessive’
and was reduced from 9 month’s to 4 month’s thus warranting TB’s immediate release.

Prosecution

Harry regularly prosecutes in the Magistrates Court and Youth Court on behalf of the CPS.  Harry is a CPS
Level 2 prosecutor.

Harry also accepts instruction from the National Probation Service to prosecute breaches in the Crown
Court.

Health & Safety

Harry has a keen interest in Health and Safety practice having recently been instructed as a led junior in the
case of Reading Borough Council v R P Ltd, a child death health and safety prosecution. All defendants,
Arcadia Group Ltd, TopShop TopMan, R P Ltd and Stoneforce Ltd were charged with s.3 HSWA 1974
offences relating to a queue barrier that fell and killed a 10 year old boy in the TopMan TopShop store
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located in the Oracle Centre, Reading in February 2017.

R P Ltd were acquitted of design, manufacture and supply allegations by the jury following an expert heavy
trial that lasted over two months.

Coroner's Inquests

Harry has considerable experience representing interested parties in Coronial Inquests. Harry has a
particular interest in cases with complex medical issues.

Notable Cases

Inquest touching upon the death of X (Swansea Coroner’s Court)

Harry was instructed by Clyde & Co to represent a care home at an inquest into the death of a resident who
died of a stroke after her medication was mislaid. After oral and written submissions, the Court provided a
favourable narrative verdict and did not make a prevention of future death report.

Inquest touching upon the death of Y (Eastbourne Coroner’s Court)

Harry was instructed to represent a private medical centre at an inquest into the death of a patient who had
undergone routine knee surgery. The patient sadly died of various complications arising from an extremely
rare rupture of a pancreatic vessel whilst in post operative care. After oral submissions and extensive
questioning of expert medical witnesses a narrative verdict was returned which noted that the care the
patient was provided was commendable and the death was rare and unforeseeable.

Road Traffic

Harry frequently represents clients charged in cases including drink and drug driving, careless driving,
speeding and using a mobile phone whilst driving. In these matters he takes the detailed and technical
approach required to have success.

Harry deals with all road traffic hearings including trials, sentencing hearings, appeals and special
reasons/exceptional hardship applications.

Notable road traffic cases

R v SAP

SAP was charged with driving without due care and attention. She was accused of reversing over the
complainant’s heel causing a serious injury in a Sainsbury’s carpark. It was argued on SAP’s behalf that this
was not her fault and in fact was a freak accident. The bench accepted the submission and acquitted SAP.

R v SB

Harry represented SB in his appeal at Harrow Crown Court after he was convicted of driving whilst using a
mobile phone in the Magistrate’s Court. Following a successful half time submission HHJ found there was no
case to answer and the conviction was quashed.
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R v AB

Harry successfully argued exceptional hardship on behalf of AB, a surgeon, who had ‘totted’. AB avoided the
mandatory 6 month disqualification on account of his specialist practice which required use of his vehicle.

R v SS

The Crown offered no evidence in a s. 172 failure to notify the police of the identity of the driver trial after
issues regarding service were highlighted by Harry.

R v SB

Harry successful argued exceptional hardship on behalf of SB who required the use of his vehicle for work.

R v ES

ES was charged with multiple counts of drug driving. After representations were made to the CPS regarding
continuity issues a number of matters were dropped, ES pleaded guilty to a single charge and received a
very favourable sentence.

Publications
CPS Advocate Level 2
Government Legal Department “Junior Junior” Counsel Panellist

Memberships
Criminal Bar Association
Young Fraud Lawyers Association
Youth Practitioner’s Association
Honourable Society of the Inner Temple

Education
Bar Professional Training Course, City Law School
Graduate Diploma in Law, City Law School
BA Honours History & Anthropology, University of Birmingham
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Qualifications
Vulnerable Witness Training, Middle Temple
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